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About This Manual

This manual explains how to install Oracle Express Server (hereinafter
referred to as “Express Server”) on an OpenVMS VAX or OpenVMS
Alpha system. Note that OpenVMS VAX was formerly called VAX VMS.

The chapters in this manual cover the following information:

Chapter 1 explains system requirements, the installation procedure, and
setting up for both the SQL interface and TCP/IP communications.

Chapter 2 provides a sample installation script and some procedures for
testing Express Server.

Conventions
This manual uses a set of terms, symbols, and typographic conventions to
categorize specific information. Familiarity with these conventions will
help you use this manual more effectively.

The following icons are used in this manual.

Icon Meaning

A procedure that you should follow to complete a task

References to other manuals or other sections of this manual
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You will find the following text conventions in this manual.

Convention Usage

UPPERCASE text Indicates directory names, file names, operating
system commands, Express commands and
objects, and acronyms.

Courier  text Indicates examples and anything that you must
type exactly as it appears. For example, if you
are asked to type show eversion , you would
type all the characters shown in Courier font
exactly as they are printed.

boldface text Indicates menu items, command buttons,
options, and field names.

italic text Indicates variables, including variable text.
Variable text is used when dialog boxes or their
components are unlabeled or have labels that
change dynamically based on their current
context. The wording of variable text does not
exactly match what you see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis and for titles
of documents.
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Chapter 1

Installing Express Server on
OpenVMS Systems

These instructions describe how to install Oracle Express Server

(hereinafter referred to as “Express Server”) release 5.0.1 on your VAX or
Alpha computer running OpenVMS. Note that OpenVMS VAX was
formerly called VAX VMS. For specific information about operating system
version numbers, see the release notes provided with Express Server.

The installation procedure has five steps:

Prepare for the installation by backing up the target disk and making
sure it has enough free space.

Set parameters for shared usage, if desired.

Use the VMSINSTAL command procedure to copy the Express Server
files from the distribution tape.

Set the quotas of individual users so they can run Express Server.

Run the installation verification tests.

The following sections explain these five steps. In addition, they present
information about installing a second version of Express Server, setting up
for the GKS and SQL interfaces (where appropriate), and configuring
OpenVMS to accept connections from Personal Express via the TCP/IP
network communications protocol.

Preparing to Install Express Server
Before you install Express Server, check that the following conditions are
true for your system:
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 1. Ensure that the target disk, the disk on which you want to install
Express Server, has enough free space. The installation procedure
requires approximately 11,000 blocks for a VAX installation and
22,000 blocks for an Alpha installation. After Express Server is
installed, it will occupy about 5,000 blocks on a VAX computer and
7,000 blocks on an Alpha computer.

 2. Verify that the virtual page count is greater than 10,000 with the
following commands. You must be logged into the SYSTEM account,
or have SYSPRV privileges, to perform this check.

 
  $ RUN SYS$SYSTEM:SYSGEN
  SYSGEN> USE CURRENT
  SYSGEN> SHOW VIRTUALPAGECNT
  SYSGEN> EXIT

  If the current virtual page count is less than 10,000, you must modify
the file MODPARAMS.DAT as described in the later section “Setting
Parameters for Shared Usage.”

 3. Make sure that no user is running an already installed version of
Express Server.

 4. If you are running OpenVMS 6.2 on an Alpha computer, ensure that
you have installed patch “alpacrt06_062.”

DEC makes the following recommendations for any installation of
software on a DEC system (all but the first are intended to ensure that your
system is quiet during the installation).

Back up the target disk.

If you are running DECnet software, shut it down using the standard
procedures described in your DEC documentation.

Make sure you are the only user logged into the system. Ask current
users to log out. Disable logins by typing the following command.

$ SET LOGINS/INTERACTIVE=0

Shut down any active batch and print queues. Find out which queues
are active by typing the following command.

$ SHOW QUEUE/ALL

Stop each active queue. Use the NEXT parameter to allow the current
job to finish.
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$ STOP/QUEUE/NEXT queuename

If you have not taken these precautions with your system, the
VMSINSTAL command procedure will ask you if you still want to proceed
with the installation.

Setting Parameters for Shared Usage
If you want to install Express Server as shared, so several users can run
Express Server using the same copy of the program file, you must make
sure there are enough global pages and global sections available. To run as
shared, Express Server requires one global section and 1050 global pages.

To check and change the global sections, the global pages parameters,
and the virtual page count:

 1. To check the number of unused global sections, type the following
command.

 
  $ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT F$GETSYI("FREE_GBLSECTS")

 2. If the number of unused sections is less than 1, add the following line to
the SYS$SYSTEM:MODPARAMS.DAT file.

 
  ADD_GBLSECTIONS = 1

 3. To check the number of unused global pages, type the following
command.

 
  $ WRITE SYS$OUTPUT F$GETSYI("FREE_GBLPAGES")

 4. If the number of unused pages is less than 1,050, add the following line
to the SYS$SYSTEM:MODPARAMS file. Specify a value for “n” that
is at least the difference between 1,050 and the current number of free
(unused) pages.

 
  ADD_GBLPAGES = n

 5. If the virtual page count is below 10,000 (see the earlier section
“Preparing to Install Express Server”), add the following line to the
SYS$SYSTEM:MODPARAMS.DAT file to specify 10,000.

 
  MIN_VIRTUALPAGECNT = 10000
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 6. If you modified the MODPARAMS.DAT file, run the AUTOGEN
program to enable the new settings. AUTOGEN shuts down and
reboots the system.

 
  $ @SYS$UPDATE:AUTOGEN SAVPARAMS REBOOT

Installing Express Server
To install Express Server, you use the OpenVMS VMSINSTAL command
procedure, which prompts you for the information it needs. At any point,
you can type a question mark (?) to get help before you answer one of its
questions.

If you are installing on a VAX computer, you have the option of installing
support for GKS graphics, and SQL support for Oracle, SYBASE, or
Rdb. On an Alpha computer, GKS support is not offered, and SYBASE
SQL support is not available.

Note: If you want to select GKS graphics, SQL support, or both during the
installation procedure, check with your system administrator to be sure that
the software you select is fully installed on your system before you start the
installation procedure.

For Oracle, all the logical names required to support the installation are
defined by the ORAUSER_<dbname> command file, which is explained in
the installation instructions for Oracle on OpenVMS systems on either
VAX or Alpha computers.

The installation procedure prompts you for the type, or types, of SQL
support you want. Before prompting about Rdb support, the procedure
checks for the presence of the SYS$LIBRARY:SQL$USER.OLB file, and
if the file is not on your system, the procedure does not offer Rdb support.
If you choose Oracle or SYBASE support and the required logical names
are not present, the procedure reports an error.

The next section describes how to install Express Server in the default
configuration on the system disk in SYS$SYSROOT. The subsequent
section describes how to install Express Server on a non-system disk, or in
a path other than SYS$SYSROOT on the system disk.
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Installing on a System Disk in
SYS$SYSROOT

The following procedure installs Express Server in the SYS$SYSROOT
path, which is the default configuration. The VMSINSTAL command
procedure will create the installation directory, called EXPRESS_MDB, in
the SYS$SYSROOT directory.

To install Express Server in SYS$SYSROOT:

 1. Log into the SYSTEM account.

 2. To start the VMSINSTAL procedure, type the following command. For
the source-drive, specify the drive holding the installation tape. In this
sample command, EXPRESS_MDB050 indicates that release 5.0.1 is
being installed. If you are installing a different version, change the last
two characters appropriately.

 
  $ @SYS$UPDATE:VMSINSTAL EXPRESS_MDB050 source-drive:

  VMSINSTAL displays the current date and time.

 3. VMSINSTAL displays the following question.
 
  * Are you satisfied with the backup of your system disk

[YES]?

  If you want to stop the installation procedure to back up your disk, type
NO and press RETURN. You will exit the procedure, and you can start
again when you have completed the backup. To continue with the
installation, just press RETURN.

 4. VMSINSTAL displays the following prompt.
 
  Please mount the first volume of the set on source-drive:
  * Are you ready?

  After mounting the distribution tape, type Y and press RETURN.

  VMSINSTAL now copies the Express Server files to the installation
directory.

 5. If you are running on a VAX system and you have GKS graphics on
your system, VMSINSTAL displays the following prompt.

 
  Do you want to include GKS support (YES)?
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  If you would like Express Server graphs to be produced using GKS,
type Y. See the later section “Setting Up for the GKS Graphics
Interface” for more information.

 6. If you plan to issue SQL commands from Express, VMSINSTAL
displays the following prompts, which reflect the types of SQL that are
available in Express Server on a VAX computer. SYBASE is not
available on an Alpha computer.

 
  Do you want to include RDB support (YES)?
  Are you using the RDB multiversion kit (NO)?
  Do you want to include SYBASE support (YES)?
  Do you want to include ORACLE support (YES)?

  If you would like to use any of these SQL interfaces, type Y or just
press RETURN. For more information, see the later section “Setting Up
for an SQL Interface”.

Installing on a Non-System Disk or a
Path Other than SYS$SYSROOT

The following procedure installs Express Server in a path other than
SYS$SYSROOT.

To install Express Server on a non-system disk or in a path other than
SYS$SYSROOT on the system disk:

 1. Log into the SYSTEM account.

 2. Decide upon a root directory. When you start the VMSINSTAL
command procedure (in Step 4), you will specify this root directory.
The VMSINSTAL procedure will create an installation directory, called
[EXPRESS_MDB], under the root you specify.

  For example, if you specify DUA0:[000000.] for your root,
VMSINSTAL will create an installation directory called
DUA0:[EXPRESS_MDB]. If you specify DUA0:[PROGS.] for your
root, VMSINSTAL will create an installation directory called
DUA0:[PROGS.EXPRESS_MDB].
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  VMSINSTAL also creates a directory called [SYSUPD] in the root you
have decided on. You can delete this directory after Express Server is
installed.

 3. To start the VMSINSTAL command procedure, type the following
command. For the “source-drive,” specify the drive holding the
installation tape. For the “root,” specify the root directory you decided
on in Step 2 . In this sample command, EXPRESS_MDB050 indicates
that release 5.0.1 is being installed. If you are installing a different
version, change the last two characters appropriately.

 
  $ @SYS$UPDATE:VMSINSTAL EXPRESS_MDB050 source-drive:

OPTIONS R DUA0:[000000.]
 

  VMSINSTAL displays the current date and time.

 Note: You must use the physical name of the drive in this command; a
logical name will not be recognized. You must also type a period (.)
after the directory name. In the above example, if you typed
[000000] (wrong), instead of [000000.] (correct), VMSINSTAL
would fail.

 4. VMSINSTAL displays the following question.
 
  * Are you satisfied with the backup of your system disk

[YES]?

  If you want to stop the installation procedure to back up your disk, type
NO and press RETURN. You will exit the procedure, and you can start
again when you have completed the backup. To continue with the
installation, just press RETURN.

 5. VMSINSTAL displays the following prompt.
 
  Please mount the first volume of the set on source-drive:
  * Are you ready?

  After mounting the distribution tape, type Y and press  RETURN.

 6. If you are running on a VAX system and you have GKS graphics on
your system, VMSINSTAL displays the following prompt.

 
  Do you want to include GKS support (YES)?

  If you would like Express Server graphs to be produced using GKS,
type Y. See the later section “Setting Up for the GKS Graphics
Interface” for more information.
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 7. If you plan to issue SQL commands from Express Server,
VMSINSTAL displays the following prompts, which reflect the three
types of SQL that are available in Express Server on a VAX computer.
SYBASE is not available on an Alpha computer.

 
  Do you want to include RDB support (YES)?
  Do you want to include SYBASE support (YES)?
  Do you want to include ORACLE support (YES)?

  If you would like to take advantage of any of these SQL interfaces, type
Y or just press RETURN. For more information, see the later section
“Setting Up for an SQL Interface”.

VMSINSTAL now copies Express Server files to the installation directory.

Express Server Files
The Express Server installation procedure transfers the following files from
the installation tape:

DEMO.DB
DBREPORT.DB
DRBAT.COM
DRDATA.INP
EXPRESS.DB
EXPRESS_MDB_LOGIN.COM
EXPRESS_MDB_STARTUP.COM
MDB.EXE
MDB50.COM
MDBSERV.COM
MDBSERV.EXE
MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM
TEST.DB

An additional file called EXPTEMP.DB is automatically created by
Express Server once it is installed and running. This is a temporary
database file that contains temporary values during your session.

Login and Startup Files
The installation procedure creates the EXPRESS_MDB_LOGIN.COM file
that should be executed by each user when he or she logs in. The text is
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shown below. For more information, see the later section “Making Express
Server Available.”

$!
$!  DEFINE SYSTEM SYMBOLS TO RUN EXPRESS MDB
$!
$ MDB == "$EXPRESS_DATABASE:MDB"
$ EXIT 1

The installation procedure creates the EXPRESS_MDB_STARTUP.COM
file that should be executed at system startup in order to make Express
Server available. The next section explains how to set this up. The text of
the file is shown below.

$!
$! DEFINE LOGICAL NAMES FOR EXPRESS MDB AT SYSTEM STARTUP
$!
$ DEFINE/SYSTEM EXPRESS_DATABASE DSK1:[EXPRESS_MDB]
$! INSTALL MDB WITH SYSLCK FOR CONCURRENT UPDATE SUPPORT
$ INSTALL :=$INSTALL/COMMAND
$ INSTALL ADD EXPRESS_DATABASE:MDB.EXE /PRIV=SYSLCK
$ EXIT 1

If you create the file yourself, replace DSK1:[EXPRESS_MDB] in the fifth
line with the root directory in which you installed Express Server.

The following is the format of the command that installs Express Server
with a SYSLCK privilege.

$ install add full-pathname-of-MDB.EXE /priv=syslck

This command grants the system lock (syslck) privilege to the MDB.EXE
file. This privilege enables one writer and many readers of Express
databases. Without it, user access to database files is limited to one writer
and no readers, or many readers and no writers. If you want to use the one
writer, many readers feature, your system startup file should contain this
command, or else your system startup file should call the
EXPRESS_MDB_STARTUP.COM file containing this command, as
explained in the next section.

Moreover, if you will be issuing SQL commands, you may need to add
some lines to either your login or startup files, whether you will be working
with Rdb, SYBASE, or Oracle. See the later section “Setting Up for an
SQL Interface” for information about adding these lines.
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Making Express Server Available
The following procedure makes Express Server accessible to your users.

To make Express Server available:

 1. Add the following command to the system startup file to make it call
the EXPRESS_MDB_STARTUP.COM file.

 
  @root:[EXPRESS_MDB]EXPRESS_MDB_STARTUP.COM

  The “root” used in this command is the drive and directory where the
startup file is kept. It may be SYS$SYSROOT: if you used the system-
disk installation or the root selected in the non-system-disk installation.
You can also move the file to another directory, which you would
specify in place of “root” and “[EXPRESS_MDB]”. (The system
startup file is usually named
SYS$SYSTEM:SYSTARTUP_VMS.COM for OpenVMS version 6.1)

 2. The following command should be executed when a user logs in.
Where you put the command depends on the conventions used on your
system. For example, you might put it in SYLOGIN.COM or in your
users’ LOGIN.COM files.

 
  @root:[EXPRESS_MDB]EXPRESS_MDB_LOGIN.COM

 3. Specify 4000 for the value of the EXPRESS_MDB_MEMSAVE
symbol. To ensure that this value is specified when users log in, include
the following command in SYLOGIN.COM or in your users’
LOGIN.COM files.

 
  $ EXPRESS_MDB_MEMSAVE:==4000

  Issuing this command guarantees enough memory when users spawn
subprocesses.

  The EXPRESS_MDB_MEMSAVE symbol specifies the number of 512-byte
pages Express Server should leave unallocated for use by other
programs. If it does not exist, the default behavior lets Express Server
take up to 90 percent of the available process memory for paging.
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Installing a Second Version of Express Server
If you have an existing version of Express Server on your system, and you
do not want to overwrite it with the new version, follow the steps listed in
the section “Installing on a Non-System Disk or a Path Other than
SYS$SYSROOT” earlier in this chapter. Note that it is important that you
decide on a root directory for your second version that is different from the
root directory used for your first version. After you complete the
installation procedure described in that section, perform the following
additional step.

Edit the EXPRESS_MDB_LOGIN.COM file that resides in your first
version installation directory. Add a command similar to the following one.

$ MDB50:==@DUA0:[PUB.EXPRESS_MDB]MDB50

Here, DUA0:[PUB.EXPRESS_MDB] is the installation directory for the
new version. The sample command creates a symbol called MDB50, which
can be executed to start up the new version of Express Server. Users can
type MDB50 to run the new version or just MDB to run the old one.

The following commands provide a complete example of the
MDB50.COM file, which you can tailor for your own system.

$ MDBxxx := $DUA0:[EXPRESS_MDB]MDB.EXE
$ ASSIGN/USER DUA0:[EXPRESS_MDB] EXPRESS_DATABASE
$ ASSIGN/USER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT
$ MDBxxx 'P1' 'P2' 'P3' 'P4' 'P5' 'P6' 'P7' 'P8'
$ EXIT

If you do not want to give all users access to the new version, you can
create the new symbol in the files you set up for individual users rather than
in the EXPRESS_MDB_LOGIN.COM file. In any case, do not edit
SYSTARTUP.COM as described earlier in this section in the procedure
that makes Express Server available.

Setting User's Quotas

Each user who wants to run Express Server must have the following quotas
in the UAF set equal to or greater than the specified level:

FILLM (file limit) —10, plus the number of database files open.
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PGFLQ (page file quota) — 25,000; Express Server will use as much
memory as is made available, but requires 25,000 pages in the page file
as a minimum.

Setting Up for the GKS Graphics Interface on a
VAX Computer

If you are running Express Server from a terminal (not from Personal
Express) and want to produce graphics using the DRAW or GRAPH
command, you must use the GKS interface provided on the VAX system.
GKS support in Express Server is available only on a VAX computer, not
on an Alpha.

To produce graphics from a terminal:

 1. When you run VMINSTAL, you must answer YES to the question
about GKS support.

 2. At the DCL prompt, before starting Express Server, you must specify
the terminal type with a command similar to this one.

 
  $DEFINE GKS$WS_TYPE 11

  In this sample command, a VT125 terminal is being specified with the
number 11. To determine which number to use for a given terminal
type, refer to the GKS documentation.

 3. Once Express Server is running, you should specify the SCREEN
argument with the GRAPHDEV command to tell Express Server that
they want to use GKS.

 
  ->graphdev = 'SCREEN'

Setting Up an SQL Interface
To set up an SQL interface during installation, first make sure you have
read the paragraphs relevant to the SQL interface you have selected in the
earlier section “Installing Express Server.” Then you must follow the
procedures, which vary depending on whether you are setting up for Rdb,
SYBASE, or Oracle. On an Alpha computer, SYBASE support is not
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available. See the Express Server release notes for information about the
specific SQL product releases that are supported by Express Server.

The following subsections describe the procedures.

The Rdb Interface
If you will be using the Rdb interface, add a command in the following
format to the EXPRESS_MDB_STARTUP.COM file, right below the
SYSLCK command. This command tells Express Server the location of
SQL$INT.EXE.

$ install add full-pathname-of-SQL$INT.EXE

Important: You need to check quotas for several system resources in order
to run both Express Server and Rdb. Recommended quotas are listed in the
Rdb installation guide for OpenVMS systems. It is extremely important to
have these quotas set correctly. Back up your attached databases before
running Rdb with your current quotas if you have any doubts.

To access Rdb from within Express Server, the user must first indicate
where the database files are located.

Express Server supports the Rdb multi-version kit. During installation, if
you chose the Rdb option, the installation asks if the Rdb multi-version kit
is available. If it is there, Express Server will then only work with the
currently active version of Rdb. To be able to work with another version,
use the RDBVMS_SETVER.COM command to change the currently active
version in a multi-version environment.

The SYBASE Interface
If you will be using the SYBASE interface (available only on VAX
computers), there is a DCL command procedure called
SYBASE_USER.COM, which defines foreign commands for running
stand-alone SQL (isql, bcp, syman) and other utilities. This command
procedure is located in SYBASE_SYSTEM:[SYBASE.INSTALL]. It can
be invoked from the LOGIN.COM file of each user.
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The alternative is invoking SYBASE_USER.COM from the system login
file for all users on the system. To do this, the system administrator should
insert in SYS$MANAGER:SYLOGIN.COM a line similar to the following
example. (For more information, see the SYBASE Installation Guide for
VAX VMS.)

$ @SYBASE_SYSTEM:[SYBASE.INSTALL]SYBASE_USER.COM

You may need to check quotas for several system resources in order to run
both Express Server and SYBASE. Table 1.1 lists quotas recommended for
the System Manager account when using SYBASE with Express Server.
For more information, see the SYBASE Installation Guide for VAX VMS.

Table 1.1  Recommended Quota for Using SYBASE with Express Server

System Resource Recommended Value

ASTLM 250

BIOLM 250

DIOLM 250

WSEXTENT 9000

WSQUO 9000

WSDEF 9000

BYELM 150000

ENQLM 40

FILLM 50

PGFLQUOTA 20000

PRCLM 15

JTQUOTA 3000

TQELM 25

The onsite DBA or system administrator may need to change the SYBASE
configuration and certain networking parameters on OpenVMS. The easiest
way to see a list of all the configuration parameters with their current and
permissible range of values is to use the SYBASE “sp_configure” system
procedure with the SYBASE “isql” utility outside of Express Server (see
the SYBASE Commands Reference for more information). Default
parameters may be too low for several users to work simultaneously with
SYBASE and Express Server. For example, the SYBASE Server accepts 25
user connections by default.
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Also, DECnet has a quota of “maximum links” or “maximum active links,”
each equivalent to a SYBASE Server connection. But one connection is
made each time a user opens a cursor, and each user can open up to 16
simultaneous cursors (although it is possible to write Express Server
applications that limit this number by setting the MAXCURSORS option
before connecting to SYBASE). So the DBA or system administrator
should check the installed SQL Server configuration to ensure that there are
enough user connections available for the anticipated number of
simultaneous users.

If reconfiguration is necessary, the new values for system parameters can
be determined using the “SQL Server Reconfiguration Worksheet” in the
SYBASE Installation Guide for VAX VMS. This worksheet helps you
calculate mutually compatible and advantageous values for system
parameters.

The Oracle Interface
If you will be using the Oracle interface, you can include a command line
with the following syntax in each user's LOGIN.COM file to identify that
user's default instance (session resources) and database.

$ @<device>:[<directory>]ORAUSER_<dbname> <sid> -

<setup_node>

Alternatively, you may want to define a symbol in the standard login
procedure (e.g., SYLOGIN.COM) that executes a particular file. These
methods and the procedure required to grant users access to Oracle are
explained in the installation instructions for Oracle on OpenVMS systems.

You may need to check quotas for several system resources in order to run
both Express Server and Oracle. Table 1.2 lists minimum values required
by Oracle and values recommended for Express Server. You can find more
information in the Oracle installation guide.
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Table 1.2  System Resource Quotas for Oracle with EXPRESS Server

Resource Minimum Value Recommended Value

WSDEFAULT 150 512

WSQUOTA 1024 2048

WSEXTENT 2048 4096

PGFLQUO 20480

If the user creates multiple instances, the values for ASTLM and ENQLM
must be equal to the value of the INIT.ORA parameter
DB_FILE_MULTIBLOCK_READ_COUNT. Express Server does not use
multiple instances.

Setting Up for XCA Communications
Personal Express communicates using TCP/IP with Express Server on an
OpenVMS system.

The Personal Express user connects to Express Server on an OpenVMS
system through Windows Socket communications. The procedure is
described in the Personal Express Communications Guide.

To enable Express Server to accept connections, a server process named
MDBSERV is provided. It handles communication between Express Server
and the OpenVMS process that accepts the incoming connection request.
When a request arrives on the socket, MDBSERV is initiated to start
Express Server so that your connection can be completed.

Once you have configured for MDBSERV on the OpenVMS system where
Express Server is running, Personal Express users can make their
connections and conduct XCA dialogs as described in the Personal Express
Communications Guide.
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Using MDBSERV on OpenVMS Systems
MDBSERV was developed to run under Digital’s UCX network
communications service. UCX enables Express Server to accept TCP/IP
connection requests from Personal Express. The UCX system service is
used to listen for connection requests and when one is received,
MDBSERV can then start Express Server in the proper configuration for
the corresponding request. MDBSERV consists of two program files:
MDBSERV.COM and MDBSERV.EXE. In addition, MDBSERV has a
companion program file called MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM, which
configures the OpenVMS system so MDBSERV can accept connections.

MDBSERV.COM is a DCL command procedure file that starts
MDBSERV.EXE, which is the MDBSERV executable. UCX cannot start a
binary executable directly, so MDBSERV.COM is needed to start
MDBSERV.

In the MDBSERV.COM file, you can specify options for the execution of
MDBSERV.EXE. See the later section “Troubleshooting MDBSERV” for
information on how to specify the options for capturing connection
information in a log file and enabling telnet logins.

The following is an example of the MDBSERV.COM file.

$!
$! Generated by KITINSTAL.COM for version MDB50
$!
$ set proc/priv=all
$daemon := $DUA0:[EXPRESS_MDB]MDBSERV.EXE
$! Change the following logical to redirect the log file
$! In Express Version 4.8, this logical must be assigned.
$assign/user DUA0:[EXPRESS_MDB] mdb$daemlog
$daemon 'p1' 'p2' 'p3' 'p4' 'p5' 'p6' 'p7' 'p8'
$exit
$!

In the sample MDBSERV.COM file shown above, the ninth line executes
MDBSERV. The word “daemon” stands for MDBSERV.EXE, and the text
that follows (i.e., ‘p1’ ‘p2’ . . .) lists placeholders for MDBSERV
parameters. These are parameters that the Personal Express user might have
provided to the script file when he or she used the CONNECT command to
start up Express Server. You must leave these placeholders in the
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MDBSERV.COM file, just as they appear, to allow the user’s parameters to
be passed correctly.

When MDBSERV starts up, it runs SYLOGIN.COM and the user’s
personal LOGIN.COM before starting up Express Server. All Express
Server configuration requirements should be placed in SYLOGIN.COM or
the users’ LOGIN.COM files. Do not include any interactive prompting in
users’ LOGIN.COM files.

Before Personal Express users can use TCP/IP communications with
Express Server, you must configure OpenVMS to allow MDBSERV to
accept connections. There are two possible methods for configuring your
OpenVMS system for MDBSERV:

Configuring with MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM

Configuring with UCX

Oracle Corporation recommends that you use
MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM, because the procedure is simpler, but
instructions for using UCX are also provided in case you prefer this
method. The following subsections describe the two methods.

Configuring with MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM

An MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM file, like the following one, is provided
with Express Server.

$!
$!  CONFIGURE UCX FOR MDBSERV AT SYSTEM STARTUP
$!
$ ucx set service mdbserv /port=6543 -
/process_name=mdbserv /user_name=system -
/file=DUA0:[EXPRESS_MDB]MDBSERV.COM
$ ucx enable MDBSERV
$ EXIT 1

The directory and other information in MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM is
written automatically to the file when you install Express Server; you do
not have to modify the file unless you change your system environment.
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To configure an OpenVMS system with MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM:

 1. Add a command to the system startup file so that it calls the
MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM file. Follow the same procedure you
used to include EXPRESS_MDB_STARTUP.COM in the startup file,
as described in the earlier section “Making Express Server Available.”

 2. Restart the system to make sure the MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM file
has been run.

 3. You can check if MDBSERV is correctly configured by typing the
following command at the OpenVMS prompt, if you have enabled
telnet connections. Refer to Table 1.3 for information on the -e option,
which you can use to enable telnet logins.

 
  $ telnet local_host_name 6543

  If a login prompt is returned, MDBSERV is correctly configured.

Configuring with UCX

If you do not want to use the MDBSERV_STARTUP.COM file to
configure OpenVMS for MDBSERV , you can follow this procedures for
using UCX commands.

Before Configuring with UCX

Before beginning the configuration process, verify all host, route, and
server information. Log into the SYSTEM account to perform these steps.

To prepare for configuring with UCX:

 1. At the DCL prompt, type UCX to invoke the UCX management
interface.

 
  $ UCX

 2. To verify your host name, type the following command.
 
  UCX> SHOW HOST yourhostname
  
      LOCAL database
  Host address    Host name
  012.345.678.9   your_host,  YOUR_HOST
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  If  you need to change this information, type the following command.
 
  UCX> SET HOST your_host /ADDRESS=internet_address

 3. To verify routing information, type the following command.
 
  UCX> SHOW ROUTE
    DYNAMIC database
  Type  Destination                    Gateway
  AH    127.0.0.1                      127.0.0.1
  AH    012.345.678.9                  12.345.678.9

  If you need to change this information, type the following command.
 
  UCX> SET ROUTE -
  /DEFAULT/G_ADDRESS=internet_address/PERMANENT

 4. To verify name server information, type the following command.
 
  UCX> SHOW NAME_SERVICE
  BIND Resolver Parameters
   System
  State:     Started, Enabled
  Transport: UDP
  Domain:    domain.com
  Retry:     4
  Timeout:   4
  Servers:   primary.domain.com, secondary.domain.com

If you need to change this information, type the following command.

UCX> SET NAME_SERVICE 
/DOMAIN=domain/SERVER=(primary[,secondary])/SYSTEM

Refer to the UCX Command Reference for further information about these
commands and configuring UCX to handle connection requests from
Personal Express.

Configuring with UCX

This section explains how to add the MDBSERV service to UCX. Log into
the SYSTEM account to perform these steps.

To configure with UCX:

 1. Display your current UCX services by typing the following command.
 
  UCX> SHOW SERVICE
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 2. Add the MDBSERV service by typing the following command.
 
  UCX> SET SERVICE mdbserv/LIMIT=20 /PORT=6543 -
  _UCX> /PROCESS_NAME=MDBSERV /USER_NAME=SYSTEM -
  _UCX> /FILE=disk:[dir.subdir]MDBSERV.COM

  /LIMIT=20 indicates that a maximum of 20 users can access Express
Server through TCP/IP connections. Depending on the capacity of your
local host, you may want to specify a different number.

  /PORT=6543 defines the TCP port used for TCP/IP connections. This
is the port used by Personal Express to communicate with UCX.

  /PROCESS_NAME=MDBSERV specifies the process name UCX uses
to start MDBSERV. UCX adds a unique suffix to the process name for
each instance of MDBSERV that is created.

  /USER_NAME=SYSTEM specifies that the SYSTEM account will own
the MDBSERV service.

  /FILE=disk:[dir.subdir]MDBSERV.COM specifies the program to be
executed when an incoming connection request is made on the port.

 3. You can then initialize communication for MDBSERV by typing the
following command.

 
  UCX> ENABLE SERVICE MDBSERV

 4. You can check if MDBSERV is correctly configured by exiting from
UCX and typing the following command at the OpenVMS prompt if
you have enabled telnet connections. Refer to Table 1.3 for information
on the -e option, which you can use to enable telnet logins.

 
  UCX> EXIT
  $ telnet local_host_name 6543

  If a login prompt returns, MDBSERV is correctly configured.

Troubleshooting MDBSERV
One way to troubleshoot MDBSERV is to specify options when you call it
in the MDBSERV.COM file. Table 1.3 lists the options you can specify.
You can use code trace logging or data dialog trace logging to diagnose
connectivity problems. With these options, log files are created in the
MDBSERV home directory and are named MDBSERV.LOG_xxxx, where
xxxx is the process ID for the corresponding Express Server process.
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Table 1.3  MDBSERV Options

Option Explanation

-t [ 1-9] Specifies how much code trace information is generated. Level
1 indicates that the minimum trace information should be
generated. Level 9 generates the maximum. The default is 1,
which only logs the user connect and disconnect times.

-w Turns on data dialog trace logging.

-e Enables telnet logins. Telnet logins are disabled by default.

* Options can be placed in one string (e.g., “-wt9e”)

The following are three sample lines from MDBSERV.COM files. You can
edit your file to insert the options you want.

$daemon -e 'p1' 'p2' 'p3' 'p4' 'p5' 'p6' 'p7' 'p8'
$daemon -t9 'p1' 'p2' 'p3' 'p4' 'p5' 'p6' 'p7' 'p8'
$daemon -wt9e 'p1' 'p2' 'p3' 'p4' 'p5' 'p6' 'p7' 'p8'

The first sample line enables telnet logins. The second specifies that the
maximum amount of code-trace information should be logged. The third
specifies both of these options, and data dialog trace logging as well.

A useful troubleshooting aide is the log file that is automatically created in
the login directory of the user name that owns the MDBSERV service
(typically the SYSTEM account). This file is called MDBSERV.LOG, but
no process ID is appended. The error in the following example
MDBSERV.LOG file was caused by specifying the wrong disk drive.

$ IF F$MODE() .EQS. "NETWORK" THEN SET NOVERIFY
%DCL-W-ACTIMAGE, error activating image MDB$DAEMLOG:MDBSERV.EXE
-CLI-E-IMGNAME, image file $DIA1:[MDB.MDBSERV]MDBSERV.EXE;
-RMS-E-DNF, directory not found
-SYSTEM-W-NOSUCHFILE, no such file
  SYSTEM       job terminated at  7-OCT-1994 15:44:51.54
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Chapter 2

Testing Express Server

This chapter provides a sample installation script and describes some tests
for Express Server running on an OpenVMS VAX machine. The script is
similar for Express Server running on an Alpha machine, but GKS and
SYBASE are not available.

Sample Installation Script
The script below shows a sample Express Server installation, where all
three SQL interfaces (Rdb, SYBASE, and ORACLE) are installed, as well
as the GKS graphics interface. Note that in all but one case, the default
response is accepted by pressing ENTER. This script is intended as a general
example. The actual script you see might be different.

$ @sys$update:vmsinstal express_mdb050 mub0: -
options r iri150$dia0:[iritmp.mdb_out.]

VAX VMS Software Product Installation Procedure

It is 5-DEC-1995 at 15:31.

Enter a question mark (?) at any time for help.
%VMSINSTAL-W-ACTIVE, The following processes are still active:

BATCH_737
DECW$TE_88
OPR

*Do you want to continue anyway [NO]? y
*Are you satisfied with the backup of your system disk [YES]? y

*Please mount the first volume of the set on  MUB0:.
* Are you ready? y

%MOUNT-I-MOUNTED, EXPRESS mounted on _IRI15$MUB0:
The following products will be processed:

  EXPRESS_MDB V5.0.1
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Beginning installation of EXPRESS_MDB V5.0.1 at 15:32
%VMSINSTAL-I-RESTORE, Restoring product save set A ...
* Do you want to purge files replaced by this installation [YES]?
* Do you want to include GKS support [YES]?
* Do you want to include RDB support [YES]?
* Are you using the RDB multiversion kit [NO]?
* Do you want to include SYBASE support [YES]?
* Do you want to include ORACLE support [YES]?
Linking MDB.  This may take up to 10 minutes.
  5-DEC-1995 15:36:02 Done linking, distributing files

Running the Installation
Verification Tests

The installation verification tests check whether Express Server can use an
external editor and whether it can read files correctly. The tests require
access to the following files, which you unloaded from the Express Server
installation tape:

TEST.DB A database containing Express Server programs and 
variables for testing

DEMO.DB The demonstration database

DRBAT.COM A procedure for testing the Data Reader

DRDATA.INP A data file for processing with the Data Reader

Testing the Editor
Express Server normally uses the EDT or TPU editor. If you prefer using
another editor from within Express Server, set the EDITORCMD option to
the command that invokes that editor.

To test the editor, follow these steps:

 1. Start Express Server with the TEST database. This database will
automatically attach the DEMO database.

 
  $ MDB TEST
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 2. If you want to use an editor other than EDT, set the EDITORCMD
option to specify the editor of your choice.

 
  ->editorcmd = 'CALLABLE_TPU'
  or
  ->editorcmd = 'emacs'

 3. Type the following command to create and edit a text file.
 
  ->edit file test.file

 4. Define and edit a program.
 
  ->define test.prog program
  ->edit test.prog

  When you exit the editor using the appropriate command to save your
text, Express Server reads the text and assigns it to the program or
variable. Display the program text by typing the following command.

 
  ->describe test.prog

 5. Define and edit a text variable.
 
  ->define test.var text
  ->edit test.var

 6. Display the variable by typing the following command.
 
  ->show test.var

The TEST database is read-only, so you will not be able to save the newly
created objects in your database. Changes you make in the editor are not
stored permanently in your database until you use the UPDATE command.

Testing the Data Reader in Batch Mode
This procedure tests the Data Reader in batch mode and creates a log file of
the procedure. The batch program does not update the database. The user
ID you use to submit the batch job must have access to the files
DRBAT.COM and DRDATA.INP, which are provided on the Express
Server installation tape. In the test, you submit the job so that it is executed
two minutes after you submit it.
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To test the Data Reader:

 1. Find the name of a valid queue on your system by asking your system
administrator or by typing the following command.

 
  $ SHOW QUEUE

 2. Check the current time.
 
  $ SHOW TIME
  29-SEP-1995 15:59:24

 3. Submit your job to the appropriate queue with the following command.
 
  $ SUBMIT/NOPRINT/QUEUE=queuename/LOG=DRBAT.LOG

DRBAT.COM/AFTER=time/NOTIFY

  For “queuename,” substitute your queue name and for “time,”
substitute a time two minutes after the current time. The format for
“time” is hh:mm, based on a 24-hour clock.

  The job starts Express Server with the TEST database and uses Data
Reader commands to read the DRDATA.INP file. It then displays a
report of the new data in the variables. The DRBAT.LOG log file,
created when the job is finished executing, contains all the input and
output from the job. The NOTIFY option means you will get a message
when the job is finished.

 4. To display the current status of the batch job, type the following
command.

 
  $ SHOW QUEUE queuename

  You will see a display of all the jobs in the queue and their status,
(“Holding until . . .” or “Executing”). If the job is completed, it no
longer appears in the queue.

 5. When the job is complete, check the log file to make sure the data was
successfully read and displayed in the report.

 
  $ TYPE DRBAT.LOG

  You can also run DRBAT.COM at VMS command level by typing
@DRBAT at the prompt.

 
  $ @DRBAT

  In this case, you see the Express Server startup logo and a report of the
data read by the Data Reader.
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